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The Concept of Sin, by F. R. TENNANT, D.D., B.Sc. (University Press,
Cambridge, 1912.)

DR TENNANT'S last book, The Concept of Sin, may be regarded as the
complement and completion of his previous work on the same subject,
in the two volumes entitled The Origin and Propagation of Sin (the
Hulsean Lectures for 1901-1902) and The Sources of the Doctrine of the
Fall and Original Sin (1903). In the present book it is with the defini-
tion which we ought to give of the term Sin, the meaning which ought
to be attached to the idea or concept to which that word applies, that
he deals. The book may be considered under two heads: (1) as regards
the method of dealing with a term, or idea, of ambiguous and fluctuating
meaning, and (2) as an example of the application and result of this
method in the important case under discussion.

Sin being a matter of vital importance in Life and in Theology, it is
correspondingly important that when we use the word, or think of what
it applies to, our usage and our thought, our concept and its definition,
should be clear and consistent. In as far as they are not so, we must
not only fall short of truth, but likewise be fundamentally confused.
Our definition should also, as far as possible, be conformable to usage
—otherwise we twist the word from that generally accepted meaning
which enshrines the core and essence of the reality to which it refers.

In studying ' natural' objects we can call in the aid of microscopes
and telescopes, but in the case of what is ' moral' (to use Hume's term)
we can only have recourse to comparison of different usages and contexts,
and ta analysis of notions, which is one of the most potent weapons in
the logical armoury. It is only thus that we can get our Concept or
Notion nearer to what it ought to be, preserving what is seen to be
essential, but so • clipping the ragged edge of usage' as to get rid of
inconsistent and irrelevant accretions. What we are directed to appeal
to as guide in this analysis and reconstruction of our Concept, is ' Moral
Intuition', which is perhaps not very different from the Practical Reason
that Bishop Butler held to be the supreme court of appeal in morals.

After having in chapter i considered the need for a ' perfect' Concept
of Sin, the author proceeds in chapter ii to discuss the connotation or
meaning of Sin in the sources of Christian doctrine, starting, of course,
from the indications of Christ's teaching on the subject contained in the
Gospels. 'As used by our Lord, "sin" and its equivalent "moral
defilement" (Dr Tennant argues) always refer to voluntary transgression
of law known by the agent to be binding upon himself.1 He emphasizes
inward intention as distinguished from (1) merely ceremonial defile-

1 We have here the two factors of ethical conduct, Will and Knowledge—
voluntary transgression, law known.
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ment, (2) non-voluntarily restrained execution, and always treats the
sinner as accountable for his sin. He does not teach that sin is to be
imputed where there is total ignorance of the " law " violated—rather
the contrary: sinfulness is proportional to opportunity for enlighten-
ment'(p. 18).

It is to be particularly observed that it is from the point of view of
the theologian that Dr Tennant is speaking, and that from this point
of view the true moral law is regarded as God's law. Certainly, if it is
held that Sin always implies voluntary transgression of law recognized
by the agent as binding upon himself, we seem to be involved in con-
siderable difficulty unless we understand ' law' in this way. There is
a legal maxim to the effect that Jgnorantia facti excusat, ignorantia legis
non excusat. To the first half of this maxim modern thought generally
would, I suppose, agree without hesitation; but the second clause
seems at first sight in conflict with the view that a man is not to be
held guilty of transgression unless he recognizes the law which he breaks
as binding on himself, as furnishing a standard perceived to be applicable
to himself. Yet this second clause seems on the whole reasonable.
We think sometimes that a person is all the worse for not recognizing
the evil that there is in evil things. In reading Dr Tennant's book
I have felt considerable difficulty here—difficulty in harmonizing the
theological view put forward with the ethical and legal view that one
has been inclined to accept as reasonable.

But while it is certain that if we are to attain any definition which
logic permits us to accept, we must at any rate exclude inconsistencies,
it also seems clear, on careful consideration, that the guilt of sin could
not be imputed to any one not 'accountable' for his act (or state)—
any one, that is to say, who did not act consciously and intentionally,
and also with the knowledge (or feeling) that his action was wrong or
forbidden. From the point of view of his political rulers and of his
fellow-men, a man may be judged a wrong-doer, and the author of
actions which are mischievous, and therefore to be repressed by punish-
ment or disapproval, even though he himself were absolutely innocent
of any intention to do harm and absolutely unaware of transgressing
any law; but from his own point of view there can, at any given
moment, be for him no difference between what is right or good, and
what he honestly thinks to be right or good. And as between God
' Who seeth the heart', and the man whose heart He sees, there can
at any such moment be no other question.

In as far as a man is not convinced of sin, he remains innocent in
his own eyes, and God knows even better than the man himself how
innocent he is in will and intention. Even a human teacher knows
that however ' objectively' wrong such an innocent wrong-doer may be,
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it is only when he has been helped (as he can best be helped by one
who understands his ignorance) to see more clearly, and to will more
wisely in accordance with this clearer insight—it is only then, and not
when he has been merely forced to act better, that he can attain to that
' change' of mind which is a true advance. If sin is to be eradicated
and outgrown, the Heart must be convinced rather than the Will
coerced; the honest and innocent Will only needs enlightenment in
order that the man may be ' objectively' as well as ' subjectively' right
—and where the Will to do right is sincere and earnest, recognition
that further knowledge is needed, and the effort to reach it, follow
almost as a matter of course.

I think it is the 'looking on the heart' above referred to which is
meant when it is said that God 'seeth not as man seeth'. While
admitting, however, that no man can fully read another's heart, we are
entitled to assume a certain general correspondence between men's
consciences and the recognized moral standard of the community:
unless we could assume this, we should be hopelessly isolated from one
another; social life, as we know it, would be impossible, and estimation
and appreciation of the character of others unattainable.

In chapter v Dr Tennant discusses Sin and the Material of Sin,
i. e. impulses and desires, the activity of which is indifferent to moral
requirements. ' These constitute the " Material of Sin " and supply
motives to Sin, but are to be distinguished from Sin itself. They are
" non-moral", as is also voluntary attitude towards them previously to
acquisition of conscience: yet without them there could not be sin.
In that pleasure is associated with their satisfaction, they supply the
basic incentives to .sin; and in that they are called into play in inde-
pendence of moral considerations, their presence imposes on every
moral being a life-long moral conflict, failure in which at any point is
sin. This is the ultimate "explanation" of sin. These propensities
are also neutral in respect of the moral value of what the will may
construct out of them, and necessary, i.e. biologically essential and
normal, and psycho-physically inevitable. Thus the conflict these pro-
pensities evoke is also inevit .ble . . . and without this conflict, human
conduct would no more be subject to moral evaluation than that of the
brutes.'

Dr Tennant throughout, and especially perhaps in chapter v, takes
into careful consideration facts of the growth of Mind, and the relation
between Mind and Body (see e.g. pp. 155, 156)—and it seems to me
that what he says here is entirely on the right track—and is not only
scientifically sound, and in accordance with sober sense and a reason-
able acceptance of fact, but also most illuminating. For instance, to
be reminded that man is ' conscious before he is self-conscious, im-
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pulsively appetitive before he is volitional, volitional before he is moral',
is to have a whole flood of light thrown into a region of doubt and real
difficulty.

In connexion with Sin and Temptation, Dr Tennant points out that
action which is the object of moral approval or disapproval must be
voluntary and intentional, and that intention itself is the primary object
of moral valuation, and may in itself constitute Sin. Temptation arises
when the morally lower impulse possesses the greater intensity for the
agent who has to choose, and temptation is not Sin. What transforms
it into Sin is the consent of the Will to the tempting suggestion,
resulting in an act (or intended act) which follows the lower motive,
and thus is Sin. (I would note in passing that if we judge by rank of
impulse (or motive) we are not using the same criterion as when we
judge by Intention.)

The contention that sinlessness is consistent with (i) ethical imperfec-
tion, and (2) the possession of impulses that need regulation and
restraint, is sufficiently borne out by reference to the life of our Lord,
who 'grew in favour', and 'was in all things tempted like as we are, yet
without sin'.

Dr Tennant considers that acts of ' Free' volition are acts which are
' the result of self-determination and not of determination by motives
alone, nor even by motives and character together. Freedom of the
will, in this sense, is essential to Christian ethics, and a presupposition
of the Christian conception of Sin' and 'is not disproved by deter-
ministic arguments and analogies'.

The distinction discussed by Dr Tennant between the aesthetic and
the strictly ethical standard or ideal of conduct is complex, interesting,
and far-reaching. He' holds that there are two uses of 'ethical' or
' moral'—a wider, and a narrower, or stricter. In the wider sense the
(Christian) ethical ideal of perfection in conduct and character ' contains
emotional as well as volitional elements; includes the "ethically"
beautiful as well as the morally meritorious, or the admirable as well
as the imperative; involves excellence of inborn disposition as well as
of acquired character: its 'attainment presupposes intellectual and even
physical gifts. These qualities are wholly or in part beyond the power
of the human will to produce. Their value is therefore not " ethical"
in the strict sense of that term.' Sin is ethical imperfection, but ' the
law of which Sin is the transgression' cannot be identified with ' the
standard of absolute perfection revealed in the adult life of Christ. If
it were, Sin would be a necessity.'

So the ethical standard which Sin infringes is the narrower one in
which the terms ethical and moral are restricted to 'the outcome of
volition, to that for which a subject is accountable, to the use of talents,
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and not to these talents themselves'. Further, since it is only God
who 'can fully judge when Sin is to be imputed, as He alone knows
each individual's capacity and its limits', Sin in the case of any given
individual 'is not determinable by reference to any fixed objective
standard'. Moreover, the ' adoption of a fixed and definite standard
is rendered impossible.by the fact that all men are subject to develope-
ment as was our Lord Himself.

I feel some hesitation about accepting the view endorsed by DrTennant
(PP- 53 ff) that Moral Effort, 'while enhancing the merit of conduct, lessens
its virtuousness', i. e. that the ethical value of our action, in the stricter
sense of ethical, is greater, the greater the effort that has been required
for its accomplishment.

For (1) Is it not difficult to define Merit except in terms of Good-
ness ?

(2) Are tenacity of purpose, strength of will, attraction to what is felt
to be Right or Good, any more matters of Self-Determination than
e. g. a powerful intellect, an unselfish disposition, a good constitution,
or a fine musical ear ?

(3) It is strictly every man's duty to do his best, whether, to start
with, he is well endowed or not. The 'central striving of the will'
after Right is likely to be just as strong in the man who has good
capacity, virtuous habits, an unselfish temper, as in one who is below
the average in intellect, habits, and disposition, and in the case of the
one who is better endowed there is an ' increasing return' that is very
remarkable indeed. The best endowed have sometimes to exercise moral
effort, their good actions are volitional, intentional, and thus good in the
strict ethical sense.

Yet no doubt there does seem to be something specially heroic about
a man who will fight his way to virtue against tremendous odds of
natural endowment—who makes the very most of a ' fighting chance'.
But it is pathetic when a gallant Will is so handicapped in the race, and
perhaps our intense feeling about this ' excellence of effort' is partly
conditioned by the perception we have of its glorious results in favour-
able circumstances. There is, I think, only one principle which can
give, practical guidance amid considerations so complex as these, and
that is the principle which adopts the end of action implied in the
Biblical maxim ' Love is the fulfilling of the Law'.

Dr Tennant's theological views take full account of accepted scientific
knowledge. His work is candid, clear, and thorough—it abounds in
insight and practical wisdom, and in enthusiasm both for Religion and
for Science. A Religion that is at war with Science, or that ignores it,
must fight a losing battle in its efforts to win and keep the allegiance of
thinkers, in days when there is such an eager pursuit of truth in every
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department of knowledge. At the same time, if Science thinks it can
stand four-square to all the winds that blow, without Faith, without
Religion, without Philosophy, it is under an illusion. That this is so,
Mr Arthur Balfour has shewn as regards Natural Science generally, and
Professor Sidgwick has affirmed it in the most unequivocal way as regards
Ethical Science. He holds, and shews, that ' without a hypothesis un-
verifiable by experience . . . a belief in some form or other that the moral
order which we see imperfectly realized in this actual world is yet actually
perfect. . . the Cosmos of Duty is . . . really reduced to a Chaos'.

Dr Tennant's work will render timely service both to Faith and to
Knowledge.

E. E. CONSTANCE JONES.

R E C E N T PRESENTATIONS O F CHRISTIANITY.

The Rule of Faith. By W. P. PATERSON, D.D. (Hodder & Stoughton,
London, 1912.)

THE Baird Lectures have produced some notable volumes, and the
high level of the series is fully maintained in Professor Paterson's book
containing the lectures he delivered in 1905, revised and brought up
to date. The author undertook a double task; to supply an account
and a criticism of the various principal theories of religious authority
which have been produced in connexion with, and to justify, different
types of Christianity; and to consider the substance of doctrine in
Christianity, the agreements and disagreements between different bodies
of Christians, the strength and weakness of contrasted positions. On
the whole the second part of the book is more successful than the first,
which would have been improved by some consideration of Eastern
and Anglican standards of doctrine. The chapter in the second part
entitled ' The Orthodox Interpretation '.is, I think, both the best piece
of work in the volume, and also one of the most careful and valuable
descriptions of the dogmatic position of historical Christianity which
I have seen in English for some time past. Dr Paterson makes
instructive use of the condemnation of Modalism to point the moral
that the Christian intellect has its rights as well as the Christian heart.
He has a most valuable paragraph in which he deals with Dr Rashdall's
attempt to vindicate the doctrine of the Trinity by a modification of
the idea of triple personality till we are not left with much more than
a fundamental threefold distinction in respect of certain divine attributes.
Dr Paterson might have shewn even more clearly the strictness of the
limits within which Dr Rashdall's appeal to the Fathers and School-
men is justified; but his statement that 'this reduction of the idea
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